
ENERGY DRINK AND ALTERNATIVE BEVERAGES ESSAY

What are the strategically relevant components of the global and U. S. beverage industry macro-environment? How do
the economic characteristics of the.

Most of the main firms in the industry are coming up with more products so as to fill and dominate the market.
By definition, alternative beverages were different from traditional beverages based upon product innovation.
PepsiCo, Coca-Cola, Red Bull GmbH, and Hansen Natural Corporation are strategic groups that are in the best
positions because they have already established a market position and they hold most of the market share in
the alternative beverage industry. What cardinal factors determine the success of alternate drink
manufacturers? Berlin: Springer. Based on the geographic share of the alternative beverages market, U.
Companies like Monster and Red Bull state that the stimulating effects of these drinks are dueâ€¦ Words -
Pages 5 Alcohol: Alcoholic Beverage and Energy Drink Essays Consequences of Alcohol and Energy Drinks:
Mix More for Danger Abstract Alcohol mixed with energy drinks has become a prominent social activity in
the consumption trend which increases concern for potential personal and physical consequences. The
growing concern of people about health associated with their consumption also made the industry less
attractive. The staying market infinite was occupied by the alternate drinks section. The proficiency among
Sellerss of alternate drinks could be considered the strongest competitory force. For example, the dollar value
of the global market for alternative beverages grew at a 9. What are the strategically relevant components of
the global and U. The competitive force that seems to have the greatest effect on industry attractiveness and
potential profitability of new entrants is the threat of new competition. How do the economic characteristics of
the alternative beverage segment of the industry differ from that of other beverage categories? While dollar
value growing rates were expected to worsen merely somewhat in Europe and Asia-Pacific. Which is
weakest? This is what allows them to be so vestal in the market. Along with branding, differentiation was used
with the can sleek style and creative logo The image which the trade name represents and exemplified and
emphasized in advertizements. What scheme groups do you believe are in the best places? Coca Cola and
PepsiCo are the least vulnerable when it comes to substitute products since they offer a wide range of variety
beverages. They competed on the basis of differentiation from traditional drinks. Market Growth. The lower
the prices for these premium goods the less subject the alternative beverage industry will be to the ups and
downs of the economy. This alteration in client penchant weakened the competitory power of replacement
drinks. Trigg, A. Markets Segmentation. We see them all over the place like commercials, billboards, radio
and even school cafeterias. The company must fully understand its competitors so that it can choose the best
strategies to out-compete them.


